Transact at the
speed of the internet
Exchange US dollars for Paxos Standard tokens to move money
anywhere, anytime Paxos Standard combines the stability of the dollar
with the efficiency of blockchain technology

TRUSTED
Paxos is a Trust company, regulated by the New York State Department of
Financial Services, with deep experience as an intermediary between fiat and
digital assets. Paxos Standard is the first digital asset issued by a financial
institution, and is fully collateralized by USD.

NO FEES
No conversion fees, no PAX transaction fees, no redemption fees and no
minimums or limits for purchases or redemptions.

AUDITED
The entire supply of PAX is collateralized by USD in dedicated omnibus cash
accounts at FDIC-insured U.S. banks, and audited each month by Withum, a
nationally ranked auditing firm.

STABLE
PAX will always be redeemable one-to-one with USD (1 PAX = $1 USD),
providing a stable and common currency for digital transactions.

FASTEST REDEMPTIONS
Paxos provides the fastest redemption of any stablecoin, with
redemptions processed within 3.5 hours on average.

SUPPORTED

WHY USE PAXOS
STANDARD?
• Hold digital assets in
PAX to limit exposure to
volatility
• Settle the cash
component of digital asset
transactions in dollarequivalent denominations
• Move between digital
assets with ease and
lower fees
• Settle transactions 24/7,
outside of traditional
banking hours
• Transact internationally
more efficiently

Our global team provides customer service 24/7. Get a dedicated account
manager with minimum purchase of $100K.

To learn more about PAX or discuss a partnership, please email pax@paxos.com

paxos.com/standard

PAX IS NOW LISTED ON OVER 80 EXCHANGES, OTC DESKS, AND WALLETS INCLUDING:

LIQUIDITY

ALL-TIME TRANSACTION
VOLUME:
$10,574,634,692

PAX has the highest liquidity of any USD-backed
stablecoin, with the highest daily and all-time
trading volumes after Tether.

ALL-TIME
REDEMPTIONS:
$272,787,582

ATTESTATIONS
Each month nationally top-ranking auditing firm Withum
verifies that the entire supply of Paxos Standard tokens is
consistent with USD in reserve accounts at U.S. banks held and
managed by Paxos. All Paxos Standard month-end attestation
reports can be viewed at paxos.com/standard/attestations.

JANUARY 31, 2019:
$127,673,513.10 PAX
$127,673,513.10 USD

PRESS
Highlights from media coverage of Paxos Standard:

These approvals demonstrate that companies can
create change and strong standards of compliance
within a strong state regulatory framework that
safeguards regulated entities and protects consumers.

In the current marketplace, the biggest hindrances to digital
asset adoption is trust and volatility. As a regulated trust
with a 1:1 dollar-collateralized stablecoin, we believe we
are offering an asset that improves on the utility of money.

PAX is the early leader among its upstart competitors...
regularly outpacing its peers in both average daily trading
volume and velocity of money, that is, the ratio of its daily
turnover to market cap.

The biggest thing this is doing is solving the plumbing
issues in the crypto space. Our business is trust. We’re not
just doing this off some very light forms of regulation.

To learn more about PAX or discuss a partnership, please email pax@paxos.com

paxos.com/standard

